The food supplement FRZ® Aloe Arborescens is based on the formula of Frei Romano Zago.

According to the information contained in his book *Aloe is not Medicine and yet… it Cures!* it has several properties that can make it a valuable aid in preserving and improving health, with emphasis on aid to detoxification and cleansing of blood, improving cellular health, gastric regulation, intestinal and blood sugar, improve the immune system and general wellbeing. It is antioxidant and balances the pH.

*Aloe Arborescens*, as an active ingredient, is widely reported in the international literature to be naturally curative in many aspects of health.

*Aloe Arborescens* is recognized as the richer in active substances among more than 300 varieties of the family of aloe plants identified worldwide.

*Aloe Arborescens* is the plant that is known with more twin enzymes of human body: It contains 73 of the 95 leading enzymes existing in the human body.

The *Aloe Arborescens* we use in the production of the nutraceutical FRZ® grows on the waterfront, benefiting the beneficial effects of nature, especially the sea breeze with origin in the Atlantic Ocean.

Another component of this FRZ® nutraceutical food supplement, the organic honey of heather flower, is an extraordinary energetic, recommended since immemorial times for anyone interested in natural food. Its function is to transport the active ingredients of *Aloe Arborescens* to the most remote parts of the human body. Due to its high simple sugar content it is easily assimilated by the human body.

The third component of FRZ® nutraceutical food supplement is a distillate with 0.71% alcohol which functions as a vasodilator. By dilating capillaries, it lets the Aloe arborescens properties arrive even up to the remotest parts of the human body.

The FRZ® preparation at cold, free of any preservatives or chemical additives, guaranties that quality and integrity of the natural products properties are maintained

**PRECAUTIONS**
Not recommended to pregnant, nursing mothers and children under the age of 12

**EXPIRY DATE**
180 days + 30 days after opening